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ABSTRACT 
We obtain a majorization inequality which relates the singular values of a coms!ex 
square matrix A and those of TA where T is a linear map. The inequality takes a 
particularly simple form if T is positive. The results generalize several known majoriza- 
tion inequalities for eigenvalues and singular values. 
Let denote the space of 1~ x n complex matrices. In this paper we 
obtain some majorization inequalities which relate the singular values of 
A E ,rV, ad those of : An + .A#” is a linear map. e present 
work is an extension 14, 9. Since we deal with arbitrary linear maps on A” 
here, the results can be presented in a unified manner. 
e now introduce notation. If A E 
enot 
l/2 ) * 
lar values of A, e eigenvalues of 
) = (~~(A),..‘.,q@j)~, 
eae t 
If A E An, en A >, 0 denotes at A is hermitian positive semidefinite. If 
e eigenvdnes of A, whereas we set 
X(A) = (~l(A),...,~,(A))t. 
of An as a ace of dimension n2 with e inner 
Any linear map T : 4, -) An admits an adjoint, denoted by T*. We have 
PA, B) = (A,T* A, BE.& 
in nonincreasing or 
orized by y ( x < y) if Cr= 1 xIil = 
at M is weakly majorize by y (x iw y) if 
x n matrices, a = ((aijbij)) de 
ct) of A and 
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result of Schur concerning majorization for eigenvalues asserts that if A 2 0 
then 
0 1 
An equivalent formulation of this result is that if we consider the doubly 
stochastic map T: An -+ .dn defined by setting TA equal to the diagonal 
matrix with call,. . . , arm along the diagonal, then for any A 2 0, 
0 2 
It turns out that (2) is valid for any doubly stochastic T : .&n + dn (see, for 
example, [l, p. 38; 3, p. 2351). One purpose of the present paper is to obtain a 
generalization of (2) which holds for any positive map T : -4” + An. More 
generally, we will obtain a majorization relation between the singular values of 
A and those of TA for any linear map T : JP,, + dn. 
2. RESULTS 
Let 
%2q= (xE!)t”:~~>/O,i= 1,2 ,..., n), 
and let 
The next two results are well known and are stated for future reference. 
LEMMA 1 [7, pp. 243, 249, 2281. 
) <w a(X) 9 a(Y). 
then a(XY) <W a(X)O a(Y). 
EA,., then ]trA( < Cr=,O,(A). 
LEMMA 2. Let a, q, 6E ose r) <w 6. rsrO?j <w ao6. 
The relation is a partial order on ow that it also 
late our rnajo~~a~o~ 
roved for < in 
rization. 
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r= 1,2 ,.*., n, XES, 
Also, since xi_ 1l 2 xIrl, r = 2,. . . , n, we have 
0 3 
0 4 
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Proof. Let 
s^= {zEq:x<, zfor 
Since S is bounded, s^ is nouempty. Now q = /\s exists by Lemma 3, and it 
satisfies (i), (ii) of the present corollary. For example, to ve* (i) we must 
show 
r r 
C ‘I[i] 2 jgl x[i] forall xES, r= 1,2 ,..., n. 
i=l 
This is true because, by construction of q, 
l- f 
C ‘I[i] = 
i=l 
id 2 Y[i] 2 ,:I x[i]' 
@i=l -- 
by definition of $. 
We will denote q of Corollary 4 by VS. If S consists of only two elements 
x, y, then /\S (respectively VS) will be denoted by xl\ y (respectively x V y). 
A matrix B E dn is said to be a contraction if a,(B) < I. Let 
9a = {BEYK, : B acontraction], 
and for any linear T : A,, + A,, let 




U, V be unitary matrices, Q 
)*U is a diagonal matrix with 
MAJO ION AI’dD SINGULlhR VMXJES. 
erefore 
i=l 
A) < ““8 “qi( 
i=l 
which is equivalent to 
We now prove one of the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 7. Let : An + A&, be a linear map. Then for any A E ..R,, 
Proof. Let U, V be unitary matrices such that UAV is a diagonal matrix 
with q(A),..., a,( A) along the diagonal. Then 
A = $I [ u~( A) - a,+,( A)]U*K,V*, where u~+~( A) = 0. 
herefore 
TA = 2 [ ur( A) - a,+,( A)] 
r=l 
y Lemma l(i), 
emma 6, 
?I 
4 “) 1 
t 
,*a’, 
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COROLLARY 8. Let T: -cu, + “4q# be a linear mup, and suppose T and T* 
are cmtractivc Then fin- any A E .& a(TA) Xw a( A). 
Proof. Since and T* are contractive, 
) q$,. l J)‘* 
The result follows by Theorem 7. 
We now derive the main result of (51 from the preceding results. 
THEOREM 9. &et I&, I&, k = L.2,. . . , m, be mutrices in A,,, and let 
= C~=,DkA.Pk, AE..&. Then 
+A) <w a( A)o~, 
re 
A== AE.Af,,. 
As proved in [5, Lemma 91, if BE% n, then 
erefore we conch 
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It is known (see, for example, [3, p. 2431) that any B EB3, is a convex 
combination of unitary matrices. This fact, together with Lemma 1, implies 
: A, 3 4, is a linear map, then 
q(T) = V [ (a(TU) : U unitary} U { u(T*U) : U unhry}] l (5) 
We now show that if T : -lu, + An is positive, then q(T) takes a particularly 
simple form. 
LEMMA 10. Let T: dm + -1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1_1 be a positive linear map. Then 
v (u(TU) : U unitary} = h(TI,). 
PnwJ Let 
u = 2 8 x.x* 
j=l j ’ ’ 
be the spectral decomposition of U, where 9 I, 8,, . . . ,8, are the eigenvalues of 
U and x1, x2,. . . , x, are the corresponding eigenvectors. Note that 1 Oj 1 = 1, 
j= 1,2,..., n, and {xl,x2,v x,} is an orthonormal set. There exist or- 
thonormal sets { ~1, ~2, . . . , p,), { Q~,QZ, . . . , 4 such that ai = 
((TU)p,, (I*), i = 1,2,. . . , n. Now we have, for i = 1,2,. . . * ra, 
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As a simple consequence of Corollary 12 we have the fact, stated in (2) 
earlier, that if T : A*% + dn is a doubly stochastic map, then for aily A E J~, 
-We conclude by giving examples of linear and positive linear maps that 
have been considered in the literature. The results of this paper can be applied 
to these maps to obtain several known statements. 
(i) If B E An, then T( A) = A* B is a linear map. If B 2 0, then ‘I’ is 
positive, and furthermore T is doubly stochastic if’ the diagonal entries of B are 
all equal to one. Majorization inequalities for this map have been extensively 
studied and summarized in [2]. 
(ii) Let Dk, k = 1,2,. . . , m, be arbitrary matrices in An, and let 
These are the so-called cMnpletely positive mups (see, for example, [S]). In this 
case T is doubly stochastic if 
5 DkDt = 2 DXDk= In. 
k=1 k=l 
and(;ri [l, p. 451 Let Bk 2 0, Ck 2 0, k = 1,2, . . . , m, be matrices in A”, 
TA = 5 (tr ABk)C,, 
k=l 
AE A,,. 
is a positive, linear map, and T is doubly stochastic if 
2 (tr Bk)Ck = 5 (tr Ck)Bk = Z,. 
k=l A=1 
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